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Carburetor Ice?

The example situ- ation has about one pound of water for each 1000 pounds of air (1/1000). The air flow at 16:1 fuel air ratio is: Air rate = .3 gals./hr. * 6 Ibs./gal. 
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CATCIREUCH ICE? SHERLOCK Holmes once related to Dr. Watson how the mystery was solved. If you take all the possibilities and eliminate each in turn then the only one remaining, no matter how remote, must be the answer. So it has been with aviation accidents and carburetor ice. The only trouble is carburetor ice is not the only valid choice and frequently cannot be the culprit. A typical situation. Approach to a landing on a cool winter morning in New Jersey. Temperature 34 degrees F., dew point 25 degrees F. On final the pilot sees he is too short, opens the throttle, the engine does not respond and the resulting short landing is another statistic. The accident investigation finds no fault with the engine or systems. It is attributed to carburetor ice. All nod their heads in accord. But is that what really happened? A little more study suggests a far different conclusion. Make your own choice based on the following: - Physical impossibility to form ice under the circumstances. The air can be processed any way you want but if the dew point is below freezing no liquid water can be precipitated. Only ice crystals or snow can develop. Similarly, airframe icing is not a problem when flying through a snowstorm. - The total amount of heat that can be exchanged at idle is very little. An engine using 10 gals./hr. at cruise will use about .3 gals./hr. at idle. Heat of vaporization rate = .3 gals./ hr. * 6 Ibs./gal. * 140 btu/lb. = 252 btu/ hr. A pound of water vapor must lose 1174 btu to be turned into a pound of ice. There is simply not enough heat being taken away to form any appreciable amount of ice. Almost all that would be ingested. A second problem arises; there is not enough water. Examination of a psychrometric chart shows how little water can be contained at low temperatures. The example situation has about one pound of water for each 1000 pounds of air (1/1000). The air flow at 16:1 fuel air ratio is: Air rate = .3 gals./hr. * 6 Ibs./gal. * 16 = 22.4 Ibs./hr. Water rate = .001 (air rate) = .0224 Ibs./hr. Thus, at idle under absolutely ideal conditions would require an hour to ac-



By Charles E. Wallace, EAA 327028 4116 Via Solano Palos Verdes Estates. CA 90274



cumulate a third of an ounce of ice. Fundamentals do not convince all, so: - The conditions can frequently be duplicated under laboratory conditions but the resulting ice cannot be found. Hence the wishy-washy terms in the flight manuals "use carburetor heat as required". - Icing conditions for either airframe or engines are very rare, not common. This can be readily testified by anyone who has tried to find conditions in order to certify equipment. - Opening the throttle even a little bit would bypass the accumulated snow or ice crystals. - Is it not a bit odd the problem arises frequently in aircraft but never in cars, trucks, tractors, chain saws and other internal combustion engines? If lots of fuel is needed to remove lots of heat and lots of water is needed, let's go to cruise, standard conditions 69 degrees F. and 100% relative humidity, level flight 10 gals./hr. This conveniently works out to 20 Ibs. of water/1000 Ibs. of air and one pound of fuel per min., thus: Heat of vaporization = 1 Ib./min. = 140 btu/min. If the fuel air ratio is 1/16 then the heat requied to cool the air to freezing is: Heat for the air = 16 Ibs./min. * .24 btu/lbs. F. * (69 F. -32 F.) = 143 btu/ min.



There is plenty of water now but simply no mechanism to cool the water the required amount let alone to remove the latent heat of vaporization (970 btu/lb.) and heat of fusion (144 btu/lb.). Stories of carburetor ice at 100 degrees F. are just that. Water cannot be turned into ice without the removal of heat. In order to cool 1 Ib. of water, 50 Ibs. of air needs to be cooled concurrently. Does carburetor ice ever occur? Absolutely. Have the dew point just above freezing and the ambient temperature just above that and cruise conditions. Now there is plenty of water and plenty of gasoline to cool it and ice forms. If the pilot is a little slow in applying the



carburetor heat, the engine can cough, shutter and shake to a very terrifying degree before all the ice melts. (It has happened to me too often!) But you did check the carburetor heat before takeoff, right? The engine roughness can be mitigated by using only partial heat thereby controlling the melted water being introduced into the mixture. The use of any degree of carburetor heat always counters the latent heat of vaporization of the gasoline. No scenario makes the icing condition worse. What really happened in our example? An air cooled engine has very little specific heat. It cools down very quickly at approach speeds. When the throttle is suddenly opened, there is a lot more air but little if any extra vaporized fuel and the resulting mixture is too lean to burn. The adiabatic compression raises the temperature of the mixture, some of the liquid fuel on the piston and cylinder walls vaporizes absorbing some of the heat, but when it doesn't fire the adiabatic expansion reduces the temperature below ambient. Thus the only heat being added is the frictional losses and, of course, the engine does not start. Any who doubt this should just try to start an aircraft engine or an automobile on a cold day with the throttle wide open. Speaking of cars, why doesn't the same phenomenon occur in an automobile? Two factors are invariably present. The automobile typically does not go a long time at idle and then have the throttle suddenly open. More importantly, the high specific heat of the coolant maintains the engine temperature. Likewise the problem is mitigated in a Voyager type liquid cooled engine. Probably 90% (maybe 99%) of all accidents blamed on carburetor ice are not icing induced and no real progress will be made until the real problem is recognized. It is not the result of secret processes or witchcraft. It is an exact science, repeatable and predictable. Repetition of folklore serves no useful purpose. The situation is similar to advent of plate tectonics. Every field of science, geology, botany, zoology showed the continents were at one time joined and gradually drifted apart. The old thoughts of an unchanging world did not go easily, particularly aided by the scientists (Continued on Page 65) SPORT AVIATION 61



tion of other organs would also be threatening to flight safety. Fortunately, most thyroid conditions are relatively easy to diagnose. The thyroid gland should be looked at and palpated (felt with the fingers) during any general medical examination, and blood tests of thyroid function must be done if there is any suspicion of abnormality, as these tests are far more sensitive than the interview and examination by the physician for detecting thyroid malfunction. Most thyroid conditions also are treatable. Active thyroid disease may be disqualifying for flight, but this should be temporary. In the great majority of cases, once the thyroid disorder has been diagnosed and treated, and the condition is stable, the person is safe to fly, and should have no problems getting a medical certificate. Specifically, taking thyroid hormone pills in usual doses is not a flight safety issue. If there is any question, consulting an internal medicine specialist or an endocrinologist (specialist in glandular diseases) in cooperation with the Aviation Medical Examiner may be very helpful. If treatment of a thyroid condition is prompt and appropriate, in most cases the pilot should be able to retain a medical certificate.



MEMBERS' PROJECTS



CARBURETOR iCE? (Continued from Page 61)



who copy each others work (not unknown in aviation writing either). In a similar vein, all the evidence illustrates the problems cannot be carburetor ice, yet we cannot get people to even consider an alternative view. The problem is induced by improper throttle operation. Keep the heat production up so the engine does not get too cool. If the outside temperature is standard day or less, carry at least 15" hg (or 1500 rpm) until the runway is under the wheels. Throttle adjustment should not exceed 1" hg (or 100 rpm) at a time. The key to improvement in safety is good training. It is beholden on the instructors to teach not only the instinctive actions but the reasons behind them. For those who cannot give up the holy Grail of carburetor ice, the above procedures would tend to avoid the build up or to remove it if it were there. Charles Wallace majored in engine design and graduated BSME from General Motors Institute in 1956. He was involved in icing certification at Allison Division of General Motors in the late '50s. He got his initial flight training and pilots license at the same time. He is instrument rated and flies a Cessna 182 over 100 hours a year.



Bill Stokes, 32114 Robin Lane, Waller, TX 77484 spent 18 years building his Smith Miniplane. First flight was January 1, 1989. The engine is a 150 Lycoming with full



electrical system. Bill added a lot of other extras including easy entry points for maintenance. He used a Cardinal spinner and prop extension. Bill is a member of EAA Chapter 774.



Erland Magnusson, Larstorp Sone S-531 97 Lidkoping, Sweden flew his Thorp T-18 for the first time in February 1989 after 10 years of constructing it. He used a Lycoming O-320 E2A and a 68x74 propeller. This is the second Thorp T-18 in Sweden and Erland is very satisfied with his. He now has over 90 hours on it. SPORT AVIATION 65
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Carburetor Ice? 

burn. The adiabatic compression raises the temperature of the mixture, some of the liquid fuel on the piston and cylinder walls vaporizes absorbing some of the.
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Carburetor 

CLAMP, FUEL TUBE. CLAMP, FUEL TAP HOSE. CLAMP, TUBE. TUBE, FUEL, 7.3x12.5x220. TUBE, 5X9X120. TUBE ... TUBE, AIR VEHT. 223A. 920052.
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Carburetor 

AR EU FS FR SR IT HR SP UK ... VERGASER (CARBURETOR) 2/3. BEZUGS-. HUMMER. TEILE- .... VERGASERTEILE (CARBURETOR PARTS) 1/2. BEZUGS-.
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carburetor: basic principles - LaManeta.org 

THIS MANUAL HAS BEEN WRITTEN IN CO-OPERATION WITH THE ... fuel mixture in order to make ..... The venturi of the modern motorcycle carburetor is carefully developed to ..... controlling the air, this system has its own influence on the progression ..
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Precision] Carburetor Service 

X. X. X. Removal of float bracket 178-47 from new floats made after 2010 by Volare. SB-13. X. X. Inspection of Accelerator Pump Plungers. X. SB-11. X. X. X. X. X.
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Carburetor Icing and Control 

cause in some fatal accidents. In many cases the metal propeller has been a cut down, repitched one such as in the story. Often, they are damaged propellers ...
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Snowball iCE 

Dans le systÃ¨me OSX : dans le menu Apple, ouvrez PrÃ©fÃ©rences SystÃ¨me. â€¢ Cliquez deux fois sur le fichier de prÃ©fÃ©rence. Audio. â€¢ Cliquez sur l'onglet EntrÃ©e.
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Carburetor Icing and Control - Size 

faces of the carburetor are maintained at a given tempera- ture spread for a prolonged period of time. A simple il- lustration of the required temperature spread, ...
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Mikuni Carburetor Catalog - Mikuni Carburetors 

Chrome Carb Top 48 w/Mikuni logo. Jetting Parts. High speed (main), low speed (pilot) jets, jet needles and accelerator pump nozzle for the HSR42/45/48 ...
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flight advisor Carburetor Icing Prevention 

There were 212 accidents attributed ... rgAdvisoryCircular.nsf/0/451296DBDF212C81862569E70. 077C8F9? ... AOPA.org/asf/publications/sa11.pdf.
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SAFE-ICE 

Ã©tudes de cas pratiques sur l'Ã©conomie Ã  faibles Ã©missions de carbone (Power-Link, 2011). Communication. Brochures d'information. Les informations sont ...
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A300- Parts Manual- Engine CYLINDER HEAD & CARBURETOR 

Dec 26, 2005 - 4. 27 E130079-00 CONNECTOR, CARBURETOR. 1. 28 E130016-00 CARBURETOR. 1. D2017-012A. Page 2/24. Dated: Dec. 26, 2005 ...
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carburetor for honda gx160 engine pdf 

Cauldron The Academy 6 Jack Mcdevitt, and many other ebooks. Download: CARBURETOR FOR HONDA GX160 ENGINE PDF. We have made it easy for you ...
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Mikuni Carburetor Catalog - Mikuni Carburetors 

Items 17 - 43 - EED. LE JET. VM. 28/86(182). VM. 30/38(169). VM. 34/05 159. VM. 34/17(166). VM. 44/10(224). 12.RU. BBER C. AP, starter plunger. VM. 20/455.
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mikuni vm carburetor - Vintage Snow 

V!04/110. YM34/110. VM36/36. 008/24. VM40/02. VM40/0Z. 11. VK30/38. VK34!OS. VH34/05. YM34/0S ..... The processof pro- ducing the air-fuel ..... Proper tools should be used for disassembling and reassembling of jets. Handle each part.
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Ice Trail Tarentaise 

Jul 19, 2015 - LEY Antoine. TEAM IBEX/VEDAS ENDURAN ...... 317. 397. JULIEN Schaendel. Les Trailers de la Rose. SE H. 182. 15:40:03. 07:57:03. FRA - ...
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recto - ICE CREAM 

try avec les bons vieux titres traditionnels de la Country Rock. Notes: Leur repertoire (liste non exhaustive...) Riders on the storm. The Doors. Losing my Religion.
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patinage artistique - ICE Glace 

Colour Index /. Charte des ..... 4-6**, 6X-7, 8-10, 10-12, 12-14. S-P, M, L-G**. VUEL. T. A / CHINÃ‰ ROCK. COLOUR. COULEUR. 8. 5 ...... EX PINK EXPLOSION /.
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Iron and Ice AWS 

Trombone 1-2. Euphonium. Tuba. Percussion 1. Chimes/Bells/. Temple Blocks. Percussion 2. Marimba/Vibraphone/. Brake Drum. Percusion 3. Timpani/Windchimes. Percussion 4 and 5. Snare Drum/Tom Drum/. Triangle/Tambourine,. Bass Drum. Percussion 6. China 
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ICE BEAN BAG TOSS 

UNIS. 1092x1676x1829 HT mm. Page 14. UNIS TREASURE DOME. 1240x1240x1425 HT mm. Page 15. UNIS COCONUT BASH. 1092x2997x2261 HT mm. Page 16. ATARI. RÃ©plique du jeu de la console Atari des annÃ©es 80 sous forme de table basse,. Bluetooth, affichage de l
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modular ice maker & ice level detector service ... - ApplianceJunk.com 

HORAIRE POUR DIMINUER LE NIVEAU D'EAU. L - N ... EXÃ‰CUTER LE PROCESSUS DE DIAGNOSTIC OPTIQUE ... CIRCUIT OPTIQUE DÃ‰FECTUEUX.
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brockport ice hockey 

5 Alex D'Oliveira. So. D 6-2 205 Georgetown, Ont. / Cobourg Cougars. 7 Shawn Hulshof. Jr. F 6-2 205 Stouffville, Ont. / Trenton Golden Hawks. 9 Taylor Joseph.
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Ice Trail Tarentaise 

19 juil. 2015 - RODIER Andre. BEAUMONT ATHETIIQUE CLU. V3 H. 2. 12:25:22. 04:42:22. FRA - FRANCE. 107. 67. MILAN Sylvain. Club AthlÃ©tisme de Pute.
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VIVA DECO Ice 

AMADEUS2. 6267332400524/GFP/OTO/2. Tous droits rÃ©servÃ©s Ã  l'Ã©diteur. Ice. Bol miroir en verre mercure. 10 x 13 cm 12 â‚¬. Design Kelly Hoppen. H. PrÃ©cieux.
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